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Stephen McNeff: Ensemble works written for Kokoro (the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra’s

new music ensemble) and 10/10 (the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic’s contemporary music

ensemble). With Kokoro, Mark Forkgen (conductor) and featuring Lore Lixenberg (mezzo

soprano) 

Counting (Two) – for large ensemble [2007]

(for fl. cl. bass cl. bsn. hn. vln. vla. vc. db. pno. perc.)
1. (4.41”)
2. (6.55”)
3. (4.46”)

Four Van Gogh Chalks – for ensemble [2012]

(for fl/picc. cl/bass cl. vln. vc. pno, perc.)

4. Mademoiselle Gachet At The Piano (Black Chalk, 1890) (3.22”)
5. Venus in a Top Hat (Black Chalk, 1886-87) (1.52”)
6. L’Échorché (Black Chalk, 1886-87) (3.43”)
7. Couple Dancing (Black and Coloured Chalk, 1885) (2.37”)

Song Suite from Strip Jack Naked - for mezzo soprano and ensemble [2006-7, 2016]

(for mezzo-soprano. fl/picc. cl/bass cl. tpt. vln. vc. perc.)
Libretto by Vicki Pepperdine based on an idea by Lore Lixenberg

8. Overture (1.15”)
9. Birthday Song (4.08”)
10. Mirror Song (4.14”)
11. Ode to My Plastic Surgeon (3.08”)
12. The Nurse’s Song (3.58”)
13. Body Sculpting Operation (3.11”) 
14. …and Consequences (1.01”)
15. Actually Being Dead Song (3.11”)
16. Goodbye Song (5.19”) 

CD Production Credits

Produced by Giles Easterbrook and Stephen McNeff

Engineer and editor Phil Hardman
Recorded at Tonbridge School 29th and 30th October 2016 (to whom many thanks).

All the music on this CD is published by Peters Edition, London and thanks are due for their
assistance and support.  

Thanks are also due to the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra, 
in particular Dougie Scarfe and Lisa Tregale.  

With very special thanks to Andrew Burn for all his help and enthusiasm in getting this CD made.
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Lux – for Octet [2007-8] (15.53”)

(For fl/picc/alto fl. cl/bass cl.  tpt. vln. vla. vc. pno. perc.)

17. Lux -

Light Occluded  - 
Light Changing -
Light Fantastic -
Light Blinded -
Light & Energy  -
Light Consumed - 
Lux Aeterna 

Total CD time 73.14

Stephen McNeff – Biography and notes by Andrew Burn

Individualism, flair, theatricality, colour and integrity are hallmarks of Stephen
McNeff’s music; it does not particularly conform to any one school - except that of
long experience making a living exclusively by composing music. After studying
composition at the Royal Academy of Music, McNeff’s career began working in
theatres throughout Britain, followed by a period in Canada where appointments
included composer-in-residence at the Banff Centre. He established his name
through his film noir operatic version of The Wasteland (1994), his many scores for
Unicorn Theatre (including a highly successful Beatrix Potter Suite in 2002), and his
music for wind orchestra, for instance, Ghosts (2001).  However, from the premiere
of his opera for young audiences, Clockwork, in 2004, based on Philip Pullman’s
novel, at the Linbury Theatre, Royal Opera House, and his appointment the
following year to the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra as the first Royal
Philharmonic Society/Performing Right Society Foundation ‘Composer-in-the-
House’, his reputation has gone from strength to strength. Works composed in this
role included the orchestral Secret Destinations (2005-6), Sinfonia (2006-7), and the
choral and orchestral Weathers (2007), all of which were recorded and issued on the
Dutton label. There was also a close association with the BSO’s new music
ensemble, Kokoro, as represented by this recording. The relationship with the

orchestra continued with The Chalk Legend (2012), which combined community and professional forces, and McNeff’s
most recent operatic work, The Burning Boy, to an original libretto by Charles Causley premiered in 2017. Kokoro was
core to both.

McNeff’s flourishing theatrical work also includes the operas Tarka (2005-6), which won a coveted British Composer
Award for Best Stage Work in 2007, Gentle Giant (2007), commissioned by the Royal Opera House, and Vivienne (2013),
his one-woman opera written for Clare McCaldin and Libby Burgess which won universal, 5 star, praise. His
orchestration for smaller forces of Debussy’s Pelléas et Mélisande (2009) also won critical acclaim, as did a new version
of Carmen for Mid Wales Opera in 2014. 

Lore Lixenberg

Lore Lixenberg, voice-artist, mezzo-soprano and leader of 'The
Voice Party', is an artist with no borders, for whom performance, the
creation of new work and direction, the desire to communicate,
are all an extension of her voice. She aims to encourage extended
vocals and non-spoken vocalisations  as a mode of communication
in society. She has been instrumental in the creation of many new
works including her own 'PANIC ROOM - The Singterviews' and
'bɜːrd (bird)' . She has performed in contexts as diverse as working
with leading composers of today, physical theatre companies,
international opera houses, West End musical, contemporary music
festivals and ensembles, Stand-Up comedy, installation art and art
gallery contexts, and on the avant garde and underground scenes of
London, Berlin and New York.

Vicki Pepperdine 

Vicki Pepperdine is an actor and writer best known for television series such as Together, Up the Women
and Getting On, for which she was nominated for a British Comedy Award and a Bafta  for her portrayal of
Dr Pippa Moore. Vicki is well known to Radio 4 listeners for her long running series The Hudson and
Pepperdine Show and now features regularly on The News Quiz. She has appeared in television shows such
as Rev, New Tricks, Still Open All Hours, HBO’s Getting On and, most recently,  High & Dry and Cuckoo
(2018). Vicki also starred as Fiona in Julia Davis’s comedy series, Camping.
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For Rambert Dance he wrote Seven for a Secret (based on Ravel’s music), staged in 2011.  His opera Banished - on
the subject of the nineteenth century transportation of women convicts (with an almost all-female cast) was produced
by Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music & Dance in 2016 and has gone on to enjoy international productions.

For orchestra, his percussion concerto, ConcertO Duo, jointly commissioned by the Borletti Buitoni Trust and BBC
Radio 3, received its premiere by the BBC Symphony Orchestra in 2010, and in 2014 his Flute and Oboe Concertos
were premiered (the latter as part of his residency at the Presteigne festival). A further BBC commission, Eden Rock,
was premiered by Mark Padmore and Morgan Szymanski at the Wigmore Hall in 2017. Additional choral works
include A Half Darkness (2016), commissioned by the Chamber Choir of Ireland, and The Walking Shadows,
premiered by Canticum, conducted by Mark Forkgen in autumn 2018. Forthcoming premieres include his film opera
2117/Hedd Wyn, commissioned by Welsh National Opera and S4C television, which will be screened in cinemas
throughout Wales and internationally. 

Counting (Two) 

In 2007, McNeff composed a curtain-raiser for Kokoro titled Counting (One), which the ensemble premiered
that March. When Kenneth Hesketh was appointed the second RPS/PRSF ‘Composer-in-the-House’, this time
to the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra, Clark Rundell, conductor of that orchestra’s new music
ensemble, 10/10, suggested to McNeff that he write a piece for their first concert which also featured Hesketh’s
music. With this in mind, McNeff expanded Counting (One) by adding two movements and utilising 10/10’s
larger forces. Counting (Two) received its premiere in St George’s Hall, Liverpool, on 3 October 2007. 

The thematic content of the first movement mirrors Counting (One), McNeff describing it as ‘a brief study of
time, compression and relaxation.  It uses simple blocks of material to compare and contrast ideas, driven
forward by an unchanging impetus’. After brief introductory flourishes, the spiky, insistent ticking ostinato that
will dominate the landscape is activated by piano and percussion. Short solos are layered over it, for instance,
wistful for the clarinet, emphatic for the cello, dramatic for horn. From time to time, flute and clarinet indulge
in swooping flights of fancy, the introductory ideas are recalled, before the ostinato returns as if rewound and
set in motion once more.

The second movement, headed Doppo il Cimitero Inglese, Val di Sangro, was inspired by ‘an altogether different
sort of ordered counting’. In the summer of 2007 McNeff visited the Sangro River War Cemetery in Abruzzo,
Italy, its position ‘almost incongruously placed against the unmoving backdrop of the Apennine mountains with
the bustling Adriatic coast a few miles away.’ The battle to cross and secure the Sangro River for the allied forces
in 1943 had been hard won, McNeff noting ‘that over 2500 grave steles mark (along with a memorial to
cremated Sikh soldiers) a ritualistic counting of the dead.’ 

The peace of the cemetery is personified by the tranquil chorale that opens and closes the movement. In
between, various instruments, led by the viola, play brief consolatory threnodies to the dead. Just once the music
takes on a more forceful expression leading to a climax with an explosive horn gesture as if railing against war. 

Mark Forkgen

Mark Forkgen is Principal Conductor and Artistic Advisor of Kokoro, the
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra’s new music ensemble.  He has also
directed the London Concert Choir since 1996 and is Music Director
of Canticum chamber choir.  He is Director of Music at Tonbridge School
in Kent.

In his role as guest conductor Mark has conducted a number of leading
British orchestras, including the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Orchestra
of the Age of Enlightenment, Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra, City of
London Sinfonia, English Chamber Orchestra, English Northern
Philharmonia and Manchester Camerata. He has been Conductor and
Artistic Advisor for highly acclaimed festivals including Sir Peter Maxwell
Davies’ seventieth birthday; Stravinsky, the Composers of the South-West
and  “A Festival of Britten”.

Also with Kokoro, Mark has appeared at the Cheltenham Festival and King's Place conducting the premiere
performances of Hywel Davies's Warsongs, and been Musical Director for several collaborations with the
Acting, Costume, and Make-Up departments of Arts University, Bournemouth, in productions including
Stravinsky's The Soldier's Tale, Weill/Brecht's The Threepenny Opera, Joan Littlewood's Oh What a Lovely War

and Sondheim's Into the Woods. He has also conducted the world premieres of several works by Stephen McNeff
including the opera The Burning Boy, the opera-oratorio The Chalk Legend (both with Kokoro) and The Walking

Shadows with Canticum.

Mark has conducted in Germany, France, Spain, Belgium, Holland, The Czech Republic and Hong Kong. He
has also given performances of Stravinsky’s The Rite of Spring in Denmark, as well as Handel’s Messiah and
Israel in Egypt in Siena and at the Viterbo Early Music Festival in Italy.

A specialist in the field of choral and contemporary music, Mark has premiered more than a hundred works,
including theatre works and contemporary operas. His wide range of conducting also includes performances of
rock music classics. He also enjoys an active life as a pianist, focusing on twentieth-century and
contemporary music.

Mark’s recordings with Canticum and Kokoro have been highly recommended by BBC Radio as well as in the
musical and national press.  
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The finale returns to the bustling energy of the first movement, material derived from it and the second
movement returning in new guises. McNeff mentions that it ‘branches out into burlesque and (hopefully) vulgar
passages’, before the strings enforce decorum with their slow, floating-like counter melodies. But the mood
cannot be maintained as the original idea breaks in leading to a ‘disjointed and hectic race; expended energy
taking on shape and meaning’, which is only brought to a halt by the return to the first movement’s ‘Counting’
music. The winds attempt to dominate, but the strings seize the momentum as the movement ‘heads onwards
always more determinedly … until it concludes in a flurry and rush’.

Four Van Gogh Chalks

Like Counting (Two), the Four Van Gogh Chalks is also an offspring work, this time emerging from the ‘Chalk
Legends’ project, the BSO’s contribution to the 2012 Dorset Cultural Olympiad. Neither McNeff nor the BSO,
wished the focus of their Olympic celebration to be solely on the large-scale opera-oratorio The Chalk Legend,
but also wished to involve those making music in Dorset during the year before the Olympics in ways that
introduced new audiences to contemporary music.

Community choirs, orchestras, folk musicians and brass groups, among others, were invited to participate in
‘Chalk Legends’ concerts in small-scale venues across Dorset performing alongside BSO ensembles. Composed
for one of these concerts, at The Exchange, Sturminster Newton, the Four Van Gogh Chalks was premiered by
Kokoro, conducted by Mark Forkgen, on 3 March 2012. 

Chalk is the dominating rock underlying Dorset.  If for the opera-oratorio it was one event that sparked
McNeff’s imagination - the execution of Viking raiders some 1000 years ago, which had laid secret, hidden,
until revealed by the cutting of a new road to Weymouth - then the Four Van Gogh Chalks reflect chalk as a
medium for a great artist. The composer comments that ‘Van Gogh drew in chalk throughout his adult life and
regarded drawing and sketching as an essential activity for an artist.  His chalk sketches are spontaneous and
vivid, often made quickly with materials that he had easily to hand.’

McNeff’s aim in these sketches was ‘to capture some of Van Gogh’s lightness of touch in a brief though lively
and flexible medium’: this is immediately apparent in the first movement, where, piano appropriately
prominent, the music captures Mademoiselle Gachet deep in thought, not only about the music she is playing,
but also what is going on in another part of her consciousness, as conveyed by the sustained violin in a high
register. Next, the surreal image of the armless statue of Venus seemingly trying to escape from the enormous
hat covering its head, is deftly sketched in a fast, frantic scherzo. 

‘L’Écorché’ refers to the technique in which an artist draws or paints the muscles of the body often with the skin
removed, although not in the instance of Van Gogh’s sketch of the back torso and legs of an elderly, bald man.
With the piano tacet, the sinewy image - the dust and ashes of old age - is evoked in sombre, dignified tones,
with a prominent searchingly melancholic violin phrase and a pianissimo rhythm on temple blocks. 

Kokoro - 

the new music ensemble of the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra

Musicians
Maxine Willis          flute/piccolo/alto fl
Elizabeth Drew       clarinet/bass clarinet
Andrew Harper       bass clarinet
Tammy Thorn          bassoon
Edward Lockwood horn
Peter Turnbull         trumpet
Sacha Johnson        percussion
Jonathan Beatty      piano
Kate Turnbull           violin
Judith Preston         viola
Lionel Handy            cello
Nickie Dixon             double-bass

Kokoro specialises in promoting the works of twentieth and twenty-first century composers. Meaning ‘heart’ in
Japanese, Kokoro is involved in projects throughout the region with its Principal Conductor and Artistic Advisor
Mark Forkgen.

With a passion for showcasing exhilarating modern works, this flexible ensemble regularly commissions
composers and premieres new pieces. In 2017, Kokoro performed Jonathan Lloyd’s score to Alfred Hitchcock’s
classic Blackmail as part of Arts Festival by the Sea in Bournemouth. The ensemble also performed the world
premiere of a new opera commission by Stephen McNeff to celebrate the Charles Causley centenary. The

Burning Boy was well received in Launceston, the birth-place of Causley, and in St Ives the following day, and
gained a four-star review in The Times and Opera Magazine.

"Britten would have admired the deftness with which McNeff conjures a kaleidoscope of moods from just seven
instrumentalists: the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra's excellent Kokoro Ensemble, firmly conducted by
Mark Forkgen". Richard Morrison, The Times
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Lastly, rapid changes of metre bring a dancing pair of women to life. Clasped together, the music hints that their
dancing may not be all that confident! But, as McNeff says, ‘Anyway, they are having fun and end up
exhausted.’   

Strip Jack Naked

McNeff’s dramatic flair is manifestly apparent in the music theatre work he composed as a vehicle for the
mezzo-soprano Lore Lixenberg, Strip Jack Naked.  Described by McNeff as a ‘a burlesque tragedy’, Lixenberg
gave the first performance, with Kokoro, conducted by Mark Forkgen, on 27 April 2007 at the Funnybone
Comedy Club, Centre Stage, Bournemouth. For this CD McNeff created the Song Suite. 

McNeff had long wanted to write a piece for Lixenberg, dating back to the time he heard her in Jerry Springer

– the Opera at Battersea Arts Centre in London. McNeff asked the comedy actor and writer Vicki Pepperdine
for ideas which resulted in them, plus Lore ‘getting together in a room in a South London pub where Vicki
videoed a “stream of consciousness” interview with Lore– a bizarre event in which the persona of Lore’s
character in Strip Jack Naked gradually emerged. Vicki and I sifted this raw material in to a shape that would
work musically before Vicki applied her script-writing expertise to create a libretto that miraculously develops
this character who is one of life’s classic victims; she doesn’t intend it to be and always maintains an inner
strength, but she gets more than she bargained for, and she is self-punishingly nice. And we all know what
happens to nice people...’

The story is summarised in the character’s words:

‘You wake up on the morning of your birthday and realise people are trying to tell you something … they don’t
much like the way you look any more.

But it’s nothing that a bit of body resculpting surgery can’t sort out.
And who cares if even your family no longer recognise you?’

The piece falls into a Weill/Brecht tradition, with its cabaret character and sequence of songs almost in the
manner of the Mahagonny-Songspiel. The brief, bubbly Overture leads into a vocal cadenza of excited
anticipation - it’s her birthday. In the bitter-sweet ‘Birthday Song’ the partygoers chatter in the background,
while she opens her presents, most not entirely to her liking, especially from her boyfriend, Geoff - a gift
voucher for ‘Cosmetic Surgery, and Sightseeing in Prague’ – the gift that says ‘I don’t like you the way you are’.
Guests and Geoff gone, and now alone, her sadness is plain in ‘Mirror Song’. 

Now determined that she wants to be ‘gorgeous’, in the ‘Ode to My Plastic Surgeon’ she imagines her ‘sculptor
of flesh’ making her dreams come true. In Prague, she’s welcomed to the Transformations Clinic: against a
sinister rhythmic ostinato of bass clarinet and percussion, ‘The Nurse’ (a grotesque concoction combining Nurse
Ratched and something darkly Teutonic) offers a catalogue of surgical possibilities, the music becoming
increasingly bizarre. It turns out that Geoff’s voucher wasn’t exactly generous; however, the clinic offers her all
she wants free - if she takes part in an experiment. Her ‘Operation’, takes place to manic vocal cadenzas and
chopping percussion. Recovering consciousness, bandaged from head to toe (and now as mentally écorché as
Van Gogh’s subject), she’s wheeled around the sights of Prague. Back home, ‘Consequences’ reveals how the
surgery went horribly wrong. During her poignant ‘Actually being Dead Song’, she comprehends her fate, the
person whom she was no longer exists. It leads to the eerie, funereal ‘Goodbye Song’. 

LUX

LUX, composed during 2007-8, received its first performance at the Bridport Arts Centre on 26 April 2008,
conducted by Mark Forkgen. As implied by the title, McNeff suggests that ‘the work is inspired by light – in
particular the way light changes subtly and slowly even as you watch it and is never the same twice.’ With its
scoring for an octet it enabled the composer to expand on his ‘palette considerably and call on colouristic effects
from the instruments, particularly glissandi from the strings which give sections a gentle sighing quality.’ The
work was also conceived as a memorial to McNeff’s mother and the score bears the words ‘Ora pro ei’.

LUX’S eight sections are played without a break, the first two revealing the thematic ideas from which it is
fashioned. Its eponymous opening section starts spectacularly, in a bursting blaze of dazzling light, a clangour
of tubular bells and piano, string trills and muted trumpet fanfare. However, the image is rapidly enshrouded in
‘Light Occluded’ where muted unison strings, then ascending piccolo and trumpet seem to be groping their way
through the haze. In ‘Light Changing’ the music moves along, with the colours of alto flute, vibraphone, trumpet
and viola all contributing to a woodland-like mottled, dappled light. Led by piccolo, ‘Light Fantastic’ has a fleet,
nimble scherzando character, which leads to a return of the work’s searing opening gesture in ‘Light Blinded’. 

McNeff’s marking for ‘Light and Energy’- ‘Fast and Mean’ - perfectly captures the mood of this hard-edged
section with the repeated notes of the string figuration and percussion riffs. Its headlong progress rises to an
animated flurry of activity until the energy, all spent, peters out on untuned percussion. In ‘Light Consumed’,
the thematic strands begin to be drawn together, the viola taking the lead with a compassionate, expressive
melody. The momentum created by the tiny leaping figure at the section’s end, leads to the culminating final
section ‘Lux Aeterna’ with the unison theme of section two returning, but now affirmatory as it surges to the
work’s dazzling climax, before, in McNeff’s words ‘gently fading to infinity’. 
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